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Abstract: The top relief surfaces of an hourglass worm gear hob are ground manually in the traditional manufacturing
process，which cannot ensure the width of the land surfaces of the hob. Moreover，each geometric feature of the hob
has been produced through different manufacturing techniques and machine tools，which results in low efficiency. To
solve this problem，we propose a semi-automatic computer aided design（CAD）method for hobs. The point clouds of
each feature surface of a hob are calculated by combing mathematical equations of the top relief surfaces built by the
proposed method with other existing equations of hob surfaces. According to the point clouds，the method can achieve
the automatic modeling for the hob in three-dimensional（3D）software by classifying and extracting the parameter
information of the feature-hierarchical knowledge of the hob. Based on the generated 3D model，the entire surfaces of
the hob can be manufactured on a four-axis computer numerical control（CNC）milling machine through only twice
clamping. Verification of the width of the land surface of the hob manufactured by semi-automatic CAD method on a
measuring projector proved the precision of the designed width can be ensured. The edge of the contact area on the
worm wheel in a meshing experiment is clear and distinct，which means the worm gear drive is meshed well and the
hob manufactured by the proposed method has improved machinability. The method simplifies the processing
technique，and improves the design efficiency and production accuracy.
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0 Introduction

Hourglass worm drives are extensively used in
heavy-loaded and highly-efficiency fields，especially
in manufactoring involving iron， steelmaking and
hoisting ones［1-2］. Compared with that of cylinder
worm gear sets，the lubrication and transmission ef⁃
ficiency of the hourglass worm gear sets are much
better［3-5］，and they can carry the same load with a
more compact volume because of their characteris⁃
tics， like multi-tooth and double-line contact［6-10］.

Therefore，the hourglass worm gear sets can ensure
a long service life and a high reliability. However，
the mesh theory of the hourglass worm drives is
complicated. A precise manufacturing method and a
high efficiency manufacturing technique are required
because the performances of the drives are sensitive
to the manufacturing errors and the assembly er⁃
rors，and a little error can easily lead to an edge con⁃
tact［11-12］. The hourglass worm wheel is generally
hobbed by a specialized hob that is in accordance
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with the worm. But the hob is difficult to design and
manufacture because of its complex geometry fea⁃
tures［13］.

The traditional production procedures of the
hourglass worm gear hob are as follows. First，the
original spiral surfaces of the hob are turned or
milled from a work blank［14-20］. Second，the spiral
surfaces are roughly ground in an hourglass worm-

grinding machine. Third，the gashes of the hob are
milled and ground and the cutting faces of each cut⁃
ting tooth can be obtained［21-22］. Fourth， the hob
which can be called a semi-finished hob now is
quenched to enhance its rigidity［23］. Fifth，each relief
surface of the teeth is ground by a grinding wheel
manually after the heat-treatment［24］. This process
requires different machine tools with different tech⁃
niques，including a turning or milling machine and a
grinding one for rough generating spiral surfaces，a
milling machine for rough and fine milling gashes，a
grinding machine for fine finishing spiral surfac⁃
es［25］，a heat-treatment equipment for quenching and
a grinding wheel for grinding manual. This leads to
a low extent of standardization and a low efficiency
in manufacturing［26-27］. Moreover，the manual works
and the multiple times of clamping lead to a low pre⁃
cision and consequently a low cutting performance
of the hob. Thus，a new production method for
hobs is required.

Dong et al. put forward a new design for pro⁃
ducing the flank relief surfaces of the hob based on a
turning method，in which the flank relief surfaces
were turned on a four-axis computer numerical con⁃
trol（CNC）worm turning machine［28-29］. 3D models
of some key surfaces of a hob including the flank
land surfaces and the flank relief surfaces were estab⁃
lished. Moreover，a method on direct-forming of the
hob on the four-axis CNC milling machine was pre⁃
liminary discussed. However，the hob produced by
this method still cannot be applied in practice be⁃
cause of the lack of models for some key surfaces of
the hob. Liu et al. put forward a flank relief grinding
method of a planar double-enveloping worm gear
hob by using a four-axis CNC hourglass worm grind⁃
ing machine［30-31］. In this method，the flank relief sur⁃
faces could be ground automatically with a designed

land width and an exact relief angle. However，simi⁃
lar to Dong et al.’s method and other existing stud⁃
ies，this method neither provided a model for the
top relief surface nor produced a completed physical
model of the worm gear hob.

This paper proposes a semi-automatic comput⁃
er aided design（SA-CAD）method for manufactur⁃
ing an hourglass worm gear hob. This method can
automatically classify and extract the parameter in⁃
formation of the feature-hierarchical knowledge of
the hob according to the point clouds of each feature
surface，and thus automatically models the hob in
3D software. The point clouds were calculated by
the given hob mathematical model. The model is es⁃
tablished by combing a presented mathematical
equation of the top relief surfaces with other existing
equations of hob surfaces. Based on computer aided
manufacturing（CAM）technology with the generat⁃
ed 3D model，a milling program for hob milling can
be generated. Thus the entire surfaces of the hob
can be manufactured on a four-axis CNC milling ma⁃
chine through only twice clamping. The width of the
land surfaces can be measured for precision valida⁃
tion. An hourglass worm wheel is hobbed by the
hob. Furthermore，a meshing experiment for con⁃
tact area observation was conducted by installing the
worm wheel and the corresponding worm in a gear⁃
box.

1 Features of an Hourglass Worm

Gear Hob

The spiral surfaces，the top and root torus of
the hob are identical to the parts of the correspond⁃
ing worm，as shown in Figs.1（a）and（b）. For the
sake of draining chips，a series of gashes are cut by
the cutting faces and the flank faces. In order to hob
the worm wheel，a land surface with a certain width
that is identical to the spiral surface and top torus
must be kept. So the relief surface on every tooth of
the hob can prevent interference when hobbing the
worm wheel.

The land surface of the teeth can keep the cut⁃
ting edge of the teeth be used persistently in hob⁃
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bing. The more accurate the width of the land sur⁃
faces of the hob，the smoother the hobbing process.
A proper width can lessen the vibration of the cut⁃
ting process and provide a burnishing effect. Fig. 1
（c）shows one of the teeth of the hob. For simplici⁃
ty，only the right side of the tooth（when viewing
from the cutting face side）is discussed. After grind⁃

ing the flank relief surface and the top relief surface，
the spiral surface and the top torus are remained as
flank land surface and top land surface，respective⁃
ly，with a designed width. However，when the
grinding depends on manual work，the width cannot
be ensured.

2 The Proposed Semi⁃automatic

CAD Method

This section introduces the proposed semi-auto⁃
matic CAD method for the hourglass worm gear
hob. This method deploys the feature hierarchical
knowledge classification of the hourglass worm gear
hob，the mathematical model of each feature of the
hob，the information extraction and automatic 3D
modeling algorithm based on the feature-hierarchical
knowledge of the hob and the machining process on
a four-axis CNC milling machine that only contains
two clamping times. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of
the proposed semi-automatic CAD method.

For the purpose of simplifying the whole manu⁃
facturing process and improving the accuracy of the
features，the first step is to classify the features of
the hourglass worm gear hob based on the machin⁃
ing methods and mechanical principles into surfaces
based on the structure of the hob. As the surfaces of
the hob structure are classified，the mathematical
models with key parameters of each surface can be
established according to the mechanical principles of
the hob machining. In addition，the mathematical
model of the top relief surface is built for the first
time. The second step is to extract the point data
from the mathematical model layer by layer based

on the feature-hierarchical knowledge of the hob. In
our approach，by using the API functions，an auto⁃
mated modeling algorithm is developed based on the
feature-hierarchical knowledge of the hob and point-
to-curve-to-surface reverse engineering method.
The algorithm can extract the data points from the
mathematical model of the hob and automatically de⁃
ploy the CAD modeling command to model every
surface of the hob layer by layer. A milling program
is wrote based on the completed 3D model，and the
hob is produced on a four-axis milling machine with
one rough-milling time and one finish-milling time，
only twice.

3 Construction of the CAD Method

3. 1 Mathematical model of the hourglass worm

gear hob

3. 1. 1 Coordinate systems

The coordinate systems in Fig.3（a） are all
right-handed Cartesian coordinate systems. Fig. 3
（a） illustrates the positional relationship between
the hob and the grinding machine in the hob manu⁃
facturing process. Subscript“h”represents the hob.
Origin Oh is the centre of the hob，stationary coordi⁃
nate system σoh（Ooh；ioh，joh，koh） is connected with

Fig.1 Schematic of an hourglass worm gear hob with straight gashes
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the hob. The hob analysed in this paper is right-
handed and is rotated around the axis koh with a rota⁃
tion angle φh when generated. Thus，the moving co⁃
ordinate system σh（Oh；ih，jh，kh） is fixed with the
hob and kh =koh. The rotation angle φh=0 and σh co⁃
incides with σoh at the start of motion. Subscript“d”
represents the grinding machine. Origin Od is the
centre of the grinding machine and is also the centre
of the base circle（It is the centre of the worm wheel
when Oh is the centre of the worm）. Stationary coor⁃
dinate system σod（Ood；iod， jod，kod） is connected
with the grinding machine. The grinding machine ro⁃
tates around the axis kod with a rotation angle φd
when generating the hob. So the moving coordinate
system σd（Od；id，jd，kd） is fixed with the grinding
machine and kd =kod. Axes jod and iod are parallel
with axes koh and ioh，respectively. a= |OhOd| is the
centre distance which represents the vertical dis⁃

tance between the hob axis koh and the grinding ma⁃
chine axis kod.

3. 1. 2 Mathematical model of the spiral surfaces

The spiral surface of the hourglass worm gear
hob，marked as Σh，is generated by a plane called
generating plane，marked as Σd. The generating

Fig.2 Flowchart of the proposed manufacturing method

Fig.3 Coordinate systems of the hob and the flat grinding
wheel
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plane can be a plane，a single cone or a double cone
when rotating around kod at a defined transmission
ratio with the hob rotating around koh at the same
time.

Fig.3（b）shows the process that a flat grinding
wheel generating the hob. The generating plane is
tangent to the main circle of the worm gear with ra⁃
dius rb. β represents the angle between the rotation
axis of the grinding machine and the generating
plane. As the parameters of the generating plane，v
and u are perpendicular to each other and u is paral⁃
lel to axis id. The vector equation of this generating
plane in σd can be written as

( rd ) d =[-u,rb - v sinβ,v cosβ ]T (1)
The generated spiral surface Σh can be replaced

by the generating plane Σd using coordinate transfor⁃
mation from coordinate system σd to σod，and then
from coordinate system σod to σoh，and finally from
coordinate system σoh to σh. Point Q in Fig. 3 repre⁃
sents the contact point between Σd and Σh. If（rh）h

stands for the position vector equation of Σh in the
moving coordinate system σh. The results can be
written as
( rh ) h = R [ kh,- φ h ] ∙

{ }R [ ioh,π- φ h ] R [ kod,- φ d ] ( rd ) d + aioh (2)
where

R [ kh,- φ h ]=
é

ë

ê
ê
êê

ù

û

ú
ú
úú

cosφ h sinφ h 0
-sinφ h cosφ h 0
0 0 1

(3)

R [ ioh,π- φ h ]=
é

ë

ê
êê
ê

ù

û

ú
úú
ú

1 0 0
0 0 -1
0 1 0

(4)

R [ kod,- φ d ]=
é

ë

ê
ê
êê

ù

û

ú
ú
úú

cosφ d -sinφ d 0
sinφ d cosφ d 0
0 0 1

(5)

According to the gearing theory and the gener⁃
ating theory，the spiral surface Σh in σh can be formu⁃
lated as

{( rh ) h =[ rh ( ud,vd,φ d ) ] h =[ x h,yh,zh ]TΦ= Φ d ( ud,vd,φ d )= 0
(6)

where the first line of Eq.（6）means that the vector
of the arbitrary point at the spiral surface Σh in coor⁃
dinate system σh；the second line of Eq.（6） is the
conjugate condition function. A value of ud can be

calculated from the second line of Eq.（6）when a
pair of parameters φd and vd of Σd are given；then a
point with coordinate（xh，yh，zh）on the spiral sur⁃
face Σh can be found with the first line of Eq.（6）
with the value of ud. An instantaneous contact line
can be derived when a value of φd and a series val⁃
ues of vd are given.The spiral surface Σh can be cal⁃
culated as the value of φd changes gradually.
3. 1. 3 Mathematical model of the cutting face

and the flank face

The cutting face and the land surface play im ⁃
portant roles during a hobbing process as they are
impacted by the wheel blank directly. For simplici⁃
ty，straight gash is selected in this paper. The cut⁃
ting faces of straight gashes are a series of surfaces
passing through the hob rotation axis koh，which is
highlighted in red in Fig.4（a）. One of these surfaces
must go through a point called measuring point of
the tooth thickness rSR，which can be solved by the
ì

í

î

ï
ï
ïï

ï
ï
ïï

( rSR ) h =[ rSR ( uSR,vSR,φSR ) ] h =[ xSR,ySR,zSR ]T

Φ d = Φ d ( uSR,vSR,φSR )= 0
zSR = 0.5So

( a- x2SR + y 2SR )2 + z2SR = (
dF
2 )

2

(7)

where dF means the diameter of the reference torus.
The first and the second eqution in Eq.（7） indicate
that the measuring point rSR is on the spiral surface.

Fig.4 Diagram of the cutting face, the flank face, the land
surface, and the land edge
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The third and the fourth eqution of Eq.（7）represent
the geometric relationship of rSR with the hob model.
Specifically，rSR is on the reference torus and it is at
a distance between the middle point of the axial
tooth thickness So to the throat plane.

According to the differential geometry，the ex⁃
pression of the cutting face which passes through the
measuring point can be written as
rCF ( pCF,qCF )=

é

ë

ê
êpCF

xSR
x2SR + y 2SR

,pCF
ySR

x2SR + y 2SR
,qCF

ù

û

ú
ú

T

(8)

where subscript“CF”represents the cutting face；
pCF stands for the vertical distance between a point
on the cutting face to the hob axis；pCF=0 when the
point is on the hob axis；qCF is perpendicular to pCF.

The other cutting faces can be calculated by ro⁃
tating Eq.（8）with the hob axis in a designed rota⁃
tion angle. The cutting edges highlighted in red in
Fig.4（a）is defined as the intersection of the cutting
face between the spiral surface and the top torus. nCF
is a unit normal vector of an arbitrary point on the
cutting face. lFA is the width of the tooth. The cut⁃
ting face can turn to be the flank face by moving
along the vector nCF by a distance lFA. Therefore，
the equation of the flank face derived from Eq.（8）
can be written as
rFA ( pFA,qFA )=

é

ë

ê
êpFA

xSR
x2SR + y 2SR

- lFA
ySR

x2SR + y 2SR
,

ù

û

ú
úpFA

ySR
x2SR + y 2SR

+ lFA
xSR

x2SR + y 2SR
,qFA

T

(9)

where subscript“FA”represents the flank face.
3. 1. 4 Mathematical model of the land surface

Similar to the establishment of the flank face
from the cutting face，an offset surface is built from
parallelly moving the cutting face by a distance lE，
which represents the width of the land surface and is
highlighted in red in Fig. 4（b）. Thus，the equation
of the offset surface can be formulated as

rCFF ( pCFF,qCFF )=
é

ë

ê
êpCFF

xSR
x2SR + y 2SR

- lE
ySR

x2SR + y 2SR
,

ù

û

ú
úpCFF

ySR
x2SR + y 2SR

+ lE
xSR

x2SR + y 2SR
,qCFF

T

(10)

where subscript“CFF”refers to the offset surface.
The top torus between the offset surface and the cut⁃
ting face is then defined as the top land surface；the
spiral surface between the offset surface and the cut⁃
ting face is defined as the flank land surface. The
land edges illustrated in red in Fig. 4（b）can be de⁃
fined by the intersection of the cutting face with the
spiral surface and the top torus，thus the expression
of the flank land edge can be written as

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

rCFF ( pCFF,qCFF )=[ xCFF,yCFF,zCFF ]T

( rh ) h =[ rh ( ud,vd,φ d ) ] h =[ x h,yh,zh ]T

Φ= Φ d ( ud,vd,φ d )= 0
(11)

and the top land edge can be formulated as
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

rCFF ( pCFF,qCFF )=[ xCFF,yCFF,zCFF ]T

( a- x2CFF + y 2CFF )2 + z2CFF = ( )d 2w
2

2 (12)

where dw is the diameter of the top torus.
3. 1. 5 Mathematical model of the relief surfaces

As a spatial curved surface，the flank relief sur⁃
face situated between the flank land edge and the
flank face is generated by a type of configuration
rules. Dong et al.［29］ proposed a generating method
where the flank relief surface is generated by a con⁃
stantly changing transmission ratio modified from
the worm meshing ratio during the tool tip turning.

The equation of the flank land edge is evaluat⁃
ed by a given thickness of the flank land surface and
a given position of the cutting face. If E（xE，yE，zE）
means an arbitrary point on the flank land edge，γE
means the lead angle of the spiral surface at point E.
Based on the given angle of the flank relief surface，
the lead angle γH of arbitrary point E on the flank
land edge can be calculated，and the generating ratio
i ′dh of the flank relief surface can then be derived.
When point E rotates around the grinding machine
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axis at an angle φ′d，with the coordinate transforma⁃
tion from σd to σod，then to σoh，and finally to σh at
point E，the equation of the flank relief surface can
be formulated in coordinate system σh as

[ rCH (φ′d ) ] h =[ xCH,yCH,zCH ]T =

R é
ë
êkh,-

φ′d
i ′dh
ù
û
ú ∙

{ }R [ ioh,φ h ] R [ kod,φ′d ] ( rE) d + a ⋅ ioh (13)

where subscript“CH”stands for the flank relief sur⁃
face；（rE）d the vector

  
O dE in the coordinate system

σd（Od；id，jd，kd）；xH ，yH and zH mean the coordi⁃
nate values of a point on the flank relief surface.
3. 1. 6 Mathematical model of the top relief sur⁃

faces

In previous studies in the field，little work has
been devoted to the automated method for machin⁃
ing the top relief surface. As the hob is designed for
a CNC milling machine，this paper proposes a ge⁃
ometry method instead of a grinding method like the
ones proposed by Dong［28］or Liu［30］ to build a mathe⁃
matical model of the top relief surface.

Fig. 5（a） is a diagram of the building process.
Points A and B are two endpoints of the top land
edge，as well as the intersection points of the offset
surface，two flank relief surfaces and the top torus.
If the coordinates of points A and B are denoted as A
（xA，yA，zA）and B（xB，yB，zB），they can be calculat⁃
ed by solving system of Eqs.（14），（15）.

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

rCFF ( pCFF,qCFF )=[ xA,yA,zA ]T

( a- x2A+ y 2A )2 + z2A= ( )d 2w
2

2

[ rCH (φ′d ) ] h =[ xA,yA,zA ]T

(14)

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

rCFF ( pCFF,qCFF )=[ xB,yB,zB ]T

( a- x2B+ y 2B )2 + z2B= ( )d 2w
2

2

[ rCH (φ′d ) ] h =[ xB,yB,zB ]T

(15)

In order to gain the top relief surface，an auxil⁃
iary plane Mo is built. Mo passes along the middle
point M of points A and B and is perpendicular to
the line - ---AB. It can be formulated as

( xA- xB ) ( x-
xA- xB
2 )+

( yA- yB ) ( y-
yA+ yB
2 )+

( zA- zB ) ( z-
zA+ zB
2 )= 0 (16)

For simplicity，an arbitrary point M（xM，yM，

zM） on the plane Mo is used，and the equation of
plane Mo in the coordinate system σh can be rewrit⁃
ten as

( rM ) h =[ xM,yM,zM ]T (17)
As the intersection curve of plane Mo and the

top torus，curve D1 can be calculated as
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

( rM ) h =[ xD1,yD1,zD1 ]T

( a- x2D1 + y 2D1 )2 + z2D1 = ( )d 2w
2

2 (18)

Point P is the intersection point of plane Mo

and the top land edge

AB. According to the geome⁃

try theory，point P is also the mid-point of

AB. It is

formulated as

Fig.5 Diagram of top relief surface and relationship be⁃
tween σh and σP
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ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

rCFF ( pCFF,qCFF )=[ xP,yP,zP ]T

( a- x2P+ y 2P )2 + z2P= ( )d 2w
2

2

( rM ) h =[ xP,yP,zP ]T

(19)

In order to provide a certain angle to the top re⁃
lief surface，curve D1 must rotate by a designed top
relief angle θD around point P into curve D2 on plane
Mo. In another words，τD1 represents the unit tan⁃
gent vector of curve D1 at point P，which is also the
unit director normal vector of the top land edge


AB；

τD1 must rotate a designed top relief angle θD around
vector τP to become vector τD2，where τP is the unit
tangent vector of the top land edge


AB and τD2 is the

unit tangent vector of curve D2. The process is
shown in Fig.5（a）. τD1 can be formulated as

( τD1 ) h = ( nP ) h×( τP ) h (20)
where（nP）h is the unit normal vector of top torus at
point P. According to geometry theory，（nP）h is al⁃
so the unit deputy normal vector of the top land
edge

AB，which can be formulated as

( nP ) h = ( )∂Fw

∂xP
, ∂Fw

∂yP
, ∂Fw

∂zP
(21)

where

Fw ( x,y,z )= ( a- x2 + y 2 )2 + z2 - ( d 2w2 )
2

= 0

(22)
As one of the basic trigonal elements of space

curve

AB，τP can be calculated as

( τP ) h = ( ṙAB ) h (23)
where（rAB）h is the equation of the top land edge


AB

in σh，which has been discussed in 3.1.4.
According to the differential geometry， the

three vectors nP，τP and τD1 can be composed to a co⁃
ordinate system denoted as σP. Fig. 5（b）describes
the relationship between the coordinate system σh
and σP. As the value of these two coordinate sys⁃
tems and point P is known，the angle βID between
axis ih and vector τD1 as well as the angle βJN be⁃
tween axis jh and vector nP can be calculated. Ac⁃
cording to coordinate transformation principle，the
equation of curve D2 in coordinate system σh can be
formulated as

( rD2 ) h = R [ τP,θD ]⋅

{R [ jh,β ID ] R [ ih,β JN ] [ ( rD1 ) h +   
PO ] } (24)

where（rD1）h presents the equation of curve D1 in co⁃
ordinate system σh，as described in Eq.（18）；R［τP，

θD］ the rotation transformation matrices when vec⁃
tor τD1 rotates around vector τP in angle θD，it can be
written as

R [ τP,θD ]=
é

ë

ê
êê
ê

ù

û

ú
úú
ú

a1 a2 a3
b1 b2 b3
c1 c2 c3

(25)

where
ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

ï

ï

a1 = 1-( x2τ+ y 2τ ) ( 1- cosθD )
a2 = x τ y τ ( 1- cosθD )- zτ sinθD
a3 = x τ zτ ( 1- cosθD )+ y τ sinθD
b1 = y τ x τ ( 1- cosθD )+ zτ sinθD
b2 = 1-( x2τ+ z2τ ) ( 1- cosθD )
b3 = y τ zτ ( 1- cosθD )- x τ sinθD
c1 = zτ x τ ( 1- cosθD )- y τ sinθD
c2 = zτ y τ ( 1- cosθD )+ x τ sinθD
c3 = 1-( x2τ+ y 2τ ) ( 1- cosθD )

(26)

when the vector τP is written in τP（xτ，yτ，zτ）.
R［jh，βID］and R［ih，βJN］are the rotation trans⁃

formation matrices from coordinate system σh to σP，
which is changed with the location of each tooth.

As the equation of curve D2 is known，denote
D（xD，yD，zD）as an arbitrary point on the curve D2.
The top relief surface which is built by the top land
edge

AB moving parallelly along curve D2 to form a

curved surface（fDP）h. It is represented by
( fDP ) h = ( rAB ) h +

  
PD (27)

where
  
PD = {xD- xP,yD- yP,zD- zP} (28)

3. 2 3D automated modelling of the hourglass

worm gear hob

3. 2. 1 Hob information extraction algorithms

The mathematical model of the hob is built in
MATLAB according to section 3.1. The coordi⁃
nates of points are evenly scattered on each surfaces
of the hob and can be calculated. An algorithm is
proposed to classify and extract the parameter infor⁃
mation of the hob based on the feature-hierarchical
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knowledge method. The process is shown in Fig.6.
Firstly， the surfaces are classified into two

groups according to the operability of modelling，
the regular surface（root surface，gashes tours，end
surfaces and top land surfaces）and irregular surfac⁃
es（top relief surfaces，flank relief surfaces，flank
land surfaces，cutting faces and flank faces）. Sec⁃
ondly，the structure-related parameters Pk（denoted
as Pk1，Pk2，…，Pkn）and the centre distance a，are
extracted as values for regular surfaces forming.
Since the number of the hob teeth is updated contin⁃
uously depending on some customer requirements，
like the length of the hob，the algorithm has to ex⁃
tract this value for surfaces building subsequently.
The irregular surfaces are built based on point-to-

curve-to-surface process，so the users have to define
the precision of the hob surface modelling，and the
precision transfers into the number of points and
curves of the surface. Otherwise，the algorithm can
use the empirical rules to define them，usually pref⁃
erence as

d pp ≤
1
3 lE (29)

where dpp means the distance between each points.
There are nine types of the irregular surfaces

and each type is defined differently. The number of

points Ai and curves Bi are defined into the set
Ai={ Ai1,Ai2,Ai3,Ai4,Ai5,Ai6,Ai7,Ai8,Ai9 } (30)
Bi={ Bj1,Bj2,Bj3,Bj4,Bj5,Bj6,Bj7,Bj8,Bj9 } (31)
And then the sets are distributed to the dynam⁃

ic array CTm+ 2 which can be denoted as an ID for

each surface.
CTm+ 2 [ Ai ] [ Bj ] i= j= 9;m= 7 (32)

where m means the number of the teeth surfaces ex⁃
cept the top relief surface that equals to 7.
3. 2. 2 3D automatic modeling algorithms for hob

As the dynamic arrays are defined，the APIs
functions based on the reverse engineering method
（points-to-curve-to-surface） are programmed to
form every surface of the hob automatically. Fig. 7
presents the subsection of the automatic modelling
of a tooth surface.

3. 3 Manufacturing process of the hourglass

worm gear hob

Due to the teeth ranging a round the surface of
the hob，there needs co-movements including the ro⁃
tary movement around the hob axis，the rectilinear
translation along the hob axis and the radial move⁃
ment to the hob during the milling process. There⁃
fore，a four- or above-four-axis universal CNC mill⁃
ing machine is recommended. Compared with tradi⁃

Fig.6 The proposed classification-extraction-modeling algorithm
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tional manufacturing，the new method experiences
less processing and clamping.

This paper suggests the manufacturing on a
four-axis universal CNC milling machine. The three
processing steps are as follows.

（1）NC rough-milling
Data of the 3D hob model are imported into the

CNC system. The hob is clamped into the milling
machine by aligning the centre axis，the centre rota⁃
tion angle and the centre vertical axis of the hob.
This is the first time the hob to be clamped. Rough
milling the hob is roughly milled and only an allow⁃
ance is left in the cutting faces and the land surfaces
of the teeth for fine finish. In Fig. 8，the red area
stands for the remained part for fine finish after
rough milling.

（2）Heat-treatment
In order to improve the solidity，strength and

toughness， a heat-treatment， including quenching
for the hob after rough milling，is conducted.

（3）NC finish-milling
The hob needs to be fine finish milling as there

will be a little surface deformation after the heat-
treatment. The allowance on the cutting faces and

the land surfaces of the teeth remains as before.
This is the second time for the hob to be clamped.
The centre axis and the centre rotation axis of the
hob are located，as the rough milling process is com⁃
pleted.

4 Experiment

4. 1 Design of the hob

This method can be applied to the production
of different types of worm gear hobs to achieve high⁃
er convenience and accuracy. An hourglass worm
gear hob is designed to illustrate this new method.
As mentioned in Section 1，it is the cutting edge of
the teeth actually plays the role of hobbing the worm
wheel. The relief surface of the teeth is used to
avoid interference or touching the surface of worm
wheel that have just been hobbed. Thus，in the ini⁃
tial design，there is no need to keep the land surface
between cutting edge and relief surface，and the ex⁃
isting land surface in the later design is to keep the
cutting edge of the teeth be used persistently in hob⁃
bing worm wheel. Therefore，the tooth of the hour⁃
glass worm gear hob has a characteristic of non-re⁃
sharpening. In the most design of small size hour⁃
glass worm gear hob，the width of the land surface
is recommended as 0.1 to 0.2 mm. For the purpose
of a better visual effect，the width of the land sur⁃
face was designed as 1.00 mm in this paper；the an⁃
gle of the relief surface was designed as 5° . Straight
gashes was adopted instead of spiral flutes，as the
number of spirals was only 1 and the reference lead
angle at gorge of worm was small in this design.
The parameters of the hourglass worm gear hob are
given in Table 1.

The parameters were substituted into the math⁃
ematical model of the hob as represented by Eqs.（1）—
（24）. The parameter information was extracted and
the features of every surface of the hob were built in
UG Modelling software automatically. Fig. 9 illus⁃
trates the building program and the 3D model of the
hob built in UG software. The hourglass worm gear
hob was designed to have six straight gashes and 31

Fig.7 Three-dimensional forming process of a tooth surface

Fig.8 Diagram of remain part of the hob after rough milling
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teeth.

4. 2 Hob manufacturing

The hob was manufactured on the model-JD⁃
VT700 four-axis universal CNC machine. The
speed of main shaft ranged from 4 000 rad/min to
14 000 rad/min in the rough milling process. The
finishing allowance for the cutting faces and the land
faces were remained at 0.5 mm thick. The speed of
the main shaft remained at 1 000 rad/min in the fin⁃
ish milling step. Fig.10 is a photo of a manufactured
hourglass worm gear hob. The land surfaces of the
teeth can be seen clearly.

4. 3 Verification of the width of the land surface

4. 3. 1 Virtual measurement in software

The width of the land surface of the 3D model
of the hob was measured in UG. Fig. 11（a） is a

width measurement result of one of the land surfac⁃
es，including the top land surface and two flank land
surfaces of a tooth. It is seen that the data is very
close to the designed width，which means that the
3D hob model has a precise structure corresponding
to the mathematical model. The measurement result
of the other five arbitrary teeth is shown in Table 2.
4. 3. 2 Measurement of the finished product

Measurement of the finished product was con⁃

ducted in a PJ-A3000 Series Measuring Project.

Since the hob was designed to be straight gashes，it

was placed on the objective table so that the hob ax⁃

is was vertical to the glass stage. Fig. 11（b）shows
the placement method and measurement process.
As the structure of the hob is special，only one
tooth was measured from the top view. The mea⁃
surement was carried out three times and the result
is shown in Table 3.

4. 4 Worm gear hobbing

The hob developed by the new method was
used to hob the worm wheel on a hobbing machine.
Compared with the conventionally-produced one，
the hob produced by the new method has advantag⁃

Fig.9 Automatic program and 3D model of the hob in UG
software

Table 1 Main parameters of the worm gearing

Item/unit
Number of spirals

Number of teeth of worm wheel
Transverse module of worm wheel/mm

Reference pressure angle of
worm wheel/（°）

Reference lead angle at gorge
of worm/（°）

Number of teeth enveloping the
worm gear
Hand of helix

Symbols
z1
z2
mt

α

γm

zk

Value
1
45
6.651

23.535 5

7.124 8

4.5

right

Fig.11 Measurements of land surface’s width UG and mea⁃
suring projector

Fig.10 The produced hourglass worm gear hob
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es of more stable cutting and much less vibration
and noise. Fig.12（a）is a detailed view of teeth sur⁃
face of the worm wheel hobbed by the hob. The sur⁃
face roughness of the teeth of the worm wheel mea⁃
sured by engineers in the factory was smaller than
the conventionally-produced one.

4. 5 Contact meshing

The worm wheel hobbed by the hob was in⁃
stalled in the gearbox with a corresponding worm.
The surfaces of the worm and worm wheel were
covered with red lead. Parts of the red lead on the
teeth surfaces of the worm wheel were erased and
those represent the contact area when the worm pair
was meshing. Fig.12（b）shows the contact area on
the worm wheel teeth. The edge of the area is clear
and distinct，which means the worm gear drive was
meshed well and machinability of the hob manufac⁃
tured by the proposed method has been improved.

5 Conclusions

In order to simplify the processing technique，
reduce the design time and improve the production
accuracy，we propose a semi-automatic-CAD meth⁃
od for hourglass worm gear hob. The method can
achieve the automatic modeling for the hob in a 3D
software by classifying and extracting the parameter
information of the feature-hierarchical knowledge of
the hob，according to the point clouds of each fea⁃
ture surfaces of the hob. These point clouds are cal⁃
culated by combing a presented mathematical equa⁃
tion of the top relief surfaces with other existing
equations of hob surfaces. The hob is then manufac⁃
tured on a four-axis CNC milling machine using a
milling program generated by the 3D model only
through twice clamping. The method simplifies the
manufacturing technique of the hob.

In addition，the accuracy and efficiency of the
manufacturing of the hob is improved. The milling
of the land surface can ensure the design width，be⁃
cause the top relief surfaces are modeled by the pre⁃
sented mathematical equations in a 3D software.
The edge of the contact area on the worm wheel in
meshing experiment is clear and distinct，which
demonstrated the worm gear drive is meshed well
and the machinability of the hob manufactured by
the proposed method has been improved.
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一种基于半自动CAD的环面蜗轮滚刀制造方法

龙新佳妮 1，李海涛 1，2，芮成杰 1，杨 杰 1，张筱迪 3，魏文军 2

（1.中国农业大学工学院，北京 100083，中国；

2.中国农业大学现代农装优化设计北京市重点实验室，北京 100083，中国；

3.北京奎恩特科技有限公司, 北京 100043，中国）

摘要：在传统的制造工艺中，环面蜗轮滚刀刀齿的顶后角面由手工磨削，不能保证滚刀刀齿刃带面的宽度；滚刀

的每一个几何特征曲面是通过不同的制造工艺采用不同的机床加工生成，工艺繁琐且制造效率低。为了简化滚

刀制造工艺，提高制造效率和刃带面的制造精度，本文提出一种滚刀半自动计算机辅助设计（Computer aided de⁃
sign，CAD）方法。首先建立滚刀螺旋面和侧后角面数学模型，在此基础上提出一种滚刀刀齿顶后角面数学模型

的建立方法；根据得到的滚刀数学模型计算得到滚刀各特征曲面点云坐标。以点云坐标为基础，通过对滚刀特

征层次知识的参数信息进行分类和提取，实现滚刀在三维软件中的自动化建模。根据生成的三维模型，在四轴

数控铣床上仅经过两次装夹可加工出完整环面蜗轮滚刀成品。在测量投影仪上对半自动 CAD方法制造出的滚

刀刀齿刃带面宽度进行测量，证明了刃带设计宽度的精度可以得到保证。在该滚刀滚切出的蜗轮和对应的蜗杆

啮合试验中，蜗轮接触区边缘清晰且界限分明，说明了该蜗杆副传动啮合效果良好，用半自动 CAD方法制造的

滚刀切削性能良好。所提出的半自动 CAD方法简化了滚刀制造工艺，提高了滚刀设计效率和制造精度。

关键词：环面蜗轮滚刀；顶后角面；特征层次知识；半自动；计算机辅助设计
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